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Exploded v iew for 34” Wide Center Panels
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MLD-213C

17”

34-3/4”

VSL-L   $159.95
4-3/4” W x 5’ H x 1” T

Heights up to 7’ 10” Available. 

Heights up to 7’ 10” Available. 
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VSL-R   
4-3/4” W x 6’ H x 1” T

VSCB-34
34” W x 23” H x 1-1/2” T

VSCT-34  
34” W x 17” H x 1-1/2” T
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 34” Wide Versai l les Panels are adjustable in height only.

 34” Wide Versa i l les Panel Ins ta l la t ion Ins tuct ions

STEP 1
Versailles Center Panels were designed as a 4 piece modular assembly. The center panel 
consists of an upper panel, a lower panel and two legs. The side legs come in 6’ or 7’-10” 
lengths. The side legs come as left and right pairs.
After determining your layout and heights, chalk line all layouts on the wall where panels will be 
installed.

STEP 2
Take the top center panel and lay it on the floor.

STEP 3
Both side legs have a precut top edge that fits perfectly under the top center panel, now slide 
the left and right legs into the top center panel.

STEP 4
Slide the bottom center panel over the left and right side legs. The side legs can now be cut 
exactly to the size needed.

STEP 5
Once side legs are cut they can slide under the bottom center panel for a clean flush look.

STEP 6
Once you have all parts cut and matched up, you can now transfer them to the wall.

STEP 7
Ÿ  Install the top center panel first. 
Ÿ  Install side legs second. 
Ÿ  Install bottom center panel last.

Please note all panels should be installed using panel adhesive along with 23 gauge micro 
pinner nails.
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Exploded v iew for 54” Wide Center Panels
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STEP 1
All panels and their sub components should be placed on the floor and laid out for width and height adjustments.  
All cutting and fitting should be done now. 

STEP 2
 Now you can start your centering lines on the area where the panels are to be hung. Each center panel will require a 
center line and two side lines which indicate where the panel is to end. Centering lines are easily done using a standard 
carpenters chalk line.

STEP 3
Once your alignment and centering lines are completed you can now look at the overall layout to see if all panels are 
aligned properly and that each panel has the proper spacing between themselves. This is the time to do any changes as 
it's easier to move chalk lines than it is to move resin parts. 

STEP 4
With all alignment lines completed the first piece to install is Versailles Panel (VSCT-54).  
Make sure your center line runs through the center of the upper panel.  

All panels can be attached to the wall using sub-floor adhesive along with micro-pinner 23 gauge nails.  Small square drive 
headless screws can also be used.

STEP 5
Next attach both left and right scrolls (VS-54L & VS-54R) to the ends of the center panel.

STEP 6
Once the side scrolls are installed you can attach the side legs (VSL-54L & VSL-54R).

STEP 7
Now attach (VSCB-54L & VSCB-54R) making sure they fit and cover the side legs.  These attachment points are designed 
to go over the legs which create a cavity for the side legs to go into. * Make sure when installing the side legs that you cut 
them evenly as they have a repeat pattern that must match from left side to right side.

STEP 8
Once the curved bottom pieces (VSCB-54L & VSCB-54R), have been installed you can place VSC-54 between the two 
lower curved sections. VSC-54 is designed with recessed openings specificly to fit the ends of  the curved lower pieces for 
a clean look.

STEP 9
We now have the basic center panel foundation completed.  It is time to install your upper left and right corner elements 
(CE-101) with moulding (MLD-123VS). As with most designs these corner elements can be attached lower or higher to 
create a different look.
If you raise the corner elements your connection moulding (MLD-123VS) will run straight across the top. If you lower the 
corner elements the top connection moulding will intersect into the center of the upper panel.

STEP 10
Install lower panel corner elements and connection mouldings.  All the corner elements have a built in recess for the 
connection moulding to tuck into.

STEP 11
All that needs to be done is caulking of all the joints and edges before finishing.

54” Wide Versai l les Panels are adjustable in width & height . *
54” Wide Versa i l les Panel Ins ta l la t ion Ins tuct ions
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